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The strategy devised by a synthetic chemist for the con
struction of a complicated molecule is usually related spe
cifically to particular aspects of the structure in question or 
to particular "key" chemical reactions which seem unusual
ly suitable for the synthesis. Until recently1 there has not 
been much concern for the development of more general 
strategies of synthesis which could be applied to a wide 
range of problems. Such strategies are operative at a higher 
level in the sense that they can assist in finding the "ad 
hoc" strategies which are restricted or tailored to an indi
vidual problem. One of the objectives of our project to de
vise a program for computer-assisted synthetic analysis has 
been the development of well-defined, general synthetic 
strategies'3 and their testing to determine scope, power, and 
possible utility in the pedagogy and practice of synthetic 
chemistry. 

Whether a problem-solving strategy is aimed at reducing 
the time and effort required to find a plausible solution or 
at the discovery of an unusually simple and effective solu-
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tion, it may be characterized in terms of its position in a 
hierarchical collection of strategies, its objectives, its rela
tionship to other strategies, its scope, its power, and its utili
ty. Strategies for use in synthetic analysis by chemists may 
take the form of definite procedures or more flexible 
"guidelines". (In the extreme, the human intellect must 
even be capable of using subtle strategies of which it is not 
even consciously aware.) An example of a strict procedural 
(or algorithmic) strategy is the choice"3 of a rigorously an
tithetic13 (retrosynthetic) mode of synthetic analysis.2 An 
example of a more flexibly used strategy is the recognition 
of the merit of "convergence" 3 in a synthesis and the use of 
this as a "guideline" in the analysis of a particular problem. 
In this case the objective of the strategy is clear but, since 
the means of achieving that objective are not delineated, the 
application of the strategy is pragmatic. 

The Harvard program for computer-assisted synthetic 
analysis (LHASA-10) is highly interactive and allows virtu
ally unlimited input and decision making by the chemist-
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user as an analysis progresses. However, central to the de
sign of the program is the principle of using a variety of ex
plicitly defined strategies,la which can be used independent
ly or in combination, to guide the search processes utilized 
by the machine "on its own". The program is rigorously an
tithetic and the strategies, which currently are selected by 
the program user,4 vary from the straightforward use of 
matching operations5'6 to select transformsla-6 which are 
applicable to a target structure either directly or through a 
small number of subgoals6 (a very low-level, primitive strat
egy) to the use of multi-step look-ahead search strategies 
for transform selection and application.Ia'7 

Antithetic analysis in LHASA is guided by the para
mount objective of simplifying molecular structure in terms 
of molecular size, functionality, internal connectivity (net
work), stereorelationships, and chiral centers, etc., so that 
simpler and simpler precursor structures can be derived. All 
LHASA strategies are based on this objective and involve 
either transform-oriented goals (for example, to apply a 
certain type of transform or a particular transform for mo
lecular simplification) or structure-oriented goals. One of 
the most interesting strategies in the latter category is di
rected toward simplification of the molecular network by 
selective disconnection of those ring bonds which lead to the 
most accessible and/or simplest precursor structures. This 
strategy, which attempts to find the most "strategic" bond 
disconnections (or, simply, "strategic bonds"), has been im
plemented for ca. 4 years in LHASA. The. report on this 
strategy in the present paper is prompted by its successful 
use in LHASA and by the observation that the goals and 
procedures involved are relevant to human problem solving 
as well. An outline of one of the early procedures for the 
perception of strategic bonds has been given elsewhere.13 

The presentation which follows deals with the techniques 
currently (1974) used for the recognition and use of strate
gic bonds in LHASA and with possibilities for further ex
tension of this concept. 

Perception of Strategic Bonds. As indicated previously,la 

the most desirable bond disconnections in the antithetic ma
nipulation of structure are those in which the following 
structural features are minimized: (i) appendages, (ii) ap
pendages carrying chiral centers, (iii) rings of medium or 
large size, and (iv) bridged rings. Ample justification of 
these "goals" is to be found in the body of knowledge now 
available on multi-step synthesis of polycyclic structures. 
Given the synthetic target structure 1, for example, and 
considering just four of the possible bond disconnections, it 
is apparent that the structures 2, 3, 4, and 5, which are pro
duced by cleavage of bonds a, b, c, and d, respectively, dif
fer considerably in terms of synthetic accessibility (Figure 
1). Since synthetic accessibility is not subject to rigorous 
mathematical definition, the techniques for the recognition 
of the most strategic disconnections have been derived heu-
ristically. The rules used, which depend upon a combination 
of chemical and topological considerations, are outlined 
below. They are intended to apply primarily to bridged po
lycyclic networks. Additional details of the strategic bond 
selection procedure appear in Appendix I. 

Rule 1. Because of the relative ease of formation of com
mon-sized rings, a strategic bond must be in a four-, five-, 
six-, or seven-membered "primary" ring. A primary ring is 
one which cannot be expressed as the envelope of two or 
more smaller rings bridged or fused to one another. Thus, 

CD 
the six-membered envelope ring of structure 6, for example, 
is not a primary ring. We designate such rings as "secon-

Figure 1. Cyclic systems which result from the cleavage of bonds a-d in 
1. 

dary" rings. Rule 1 is restricted to primary rings because, 
in general, the progress of a synthetic ring-forming reaction 
is affected strongly by the size of the smallest ring contain
ing the bond being formed when the new bond is shared by 
two or more newly formed rings. 

Rule 2. A. A strategic bond must be directly attached to 
another ring (exo to another ring) since very commonly, in 
synthesis, a ring disconnection which produces two func-
tionalized appendages leads to a more complex overall syn
thetic route than a ring dissection which leads to one or no 
functionalized appendages. This procedure therefore leads 
to the generation of offspring structures in which the num
ber of appendages on rings is minimized. According to this 

m 
rule, of the six bonds in ring A of structure 7, only bonds 1 
and 2 can be strategic. 

B. Due to the paucity of ring closure methods in which 
bonds are formed to preexisting three-membered rings, 
strategic bonds may not be exo to rings of that size. This 
condition in effect limits the range of application of part A. 

Rule 3. To achieve maximal simplification of the cyclic 
system, strategic bonds should be in the ring (or rings) 
which exhibits the greatest degree of bridging. For example, 
in the ring system 8, the centrally located four-membered 
ring is the maximum bridging ring. Disconnection of any 
bond in that ring produces a major network simplification 

8 9 

to a decalin structure (9). The maximum bridging ring (or 
rings) is selected from the set of "synthetically significant 
rings", which is defined as the set of all primary rings (see 
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rule 1) plus all secondary rings less than eight membered} 
The maximum bridging rings of a molecule are defined 

as those rings which are bridged at the greatest number of 
sites. This definition is not equivalent to defining maximal 
bridging rings as those containing the greatest number of 
bridgehead sites, nor is it equivalent to defining them as the 
rings which are bridged most to other rings. The subtle dif
ferences among these definitions are exemplified in the 
maximum bridging analysis of structure 10 shown below. 

•6 
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Of the six synthetically significant rings comprising struc
ture 10 (primary rings 1-4 and secondary rings 5 and 6), 
ring 2 is bridged at more sites (four) than any other ring 
and hence is defined as the maximal bridging ring. Ring 6, 
which contains as many bridgehead sites as ring 2, is not a 
maximal bridging ring since it itself is bridged to other 
rings only at two of these sites (a and d). The above analysis 
further shows that the number of times a ring is bridged is 
not a valid criterion for determining maximal bridging 
character. For example, although ring 5 of structure 10 is 
bridged by as many other rings as ring 2, it is not a maximal 
bridging ring since it is bridged at one less site than ring 2. 

For consistency, we define an atom to be a bridgehead if 
it appears in the following topological context. If two inter
secting synthetically significant rings have more than one 
consecutive bond in common, then the atom at each end of 
the common path is considered a bridgehead.9 In structure 
11, for example, the two primary five-membered rings 1-

2-3-7-6 and 3-4-5-6-7 contain the common path 3-7-6. 
Atoms 3 and 6 are therefore bridgehead atoms. The inter
section of primary ring 2-3-4-9-8 and synthetically signifi
cant secondary ring 1-2-3-4-5-6 reveals a common path 
described by atoms 2-3-4. Atoms 2 and 4 are therefore also 
bridgehead atoms. 

Rule 4. To avoid the formation of rings having greater 
than seven members during antithetic bond cleavage, any 
bond common to a pair of bridged or fused primary rings 
whose envelope is eight-membered or larger cannot be con
sidered strategic. The bonds which are eliminated from fur
ther consideration by this rule are termed "core bonds". All 
bonds in the cyclic network which are not core bonds are 
candidates for strategic bond designation and are termed 
"perimeter bonds". Thus, in the example of decalin (13), 

QO - CO 
the centrally located darkened bond is a core bond since its 
cleavage would lead to the formation (antithetically) of a 
ten-membered ring (14). The remaining bonds in 13 are pe
rimeter bonds. An important exception to this rule is taken 
whenever the two fused or bridged rings being examined are 
directly joined elsewhere by another bond. In structure 15, 

for example, the bond located at the fusion of the two dark
ened six-membered rings would appear to be a core bond. 
However, closer examination reveals that its cleavage would 

Fg) -CO 

-co 
not produce a new ten-membered ring since the two six-
membered rings are directly connected by another bond 
(starred). Thus, the fusion bond is still a candidate for stra
tegic bond designation. On the other hand, in the absence of 
the connecting bond, as in 16, the fusion bond must be 
treated as a core bond.10 

Rule 5. Bonds within aromatic rings are not considered to 
have potential strategic character. 

Rule 6. A. If a cyclic arc linking a pair of common atoms 
(i.e., fusion atoms, bridgeheads, or spiro ring junction 
atoms) contains a chiral carbon atom, then none of the 
bonds in the cyclic arc may be considered strategic. Thus 
those cleavages which would leave stereocenters on side 
chains are avoided. In structure 18, for example, atoms 1 
and 4 are common atoms. Breaking any of the bonds on the 

&-£-
1,2,3,4 arc would produce a structure in which chiral car
bon 3 is on a side chain (such as 19). In general such a sit
uation is undesirable since the synthetic introduction of 
chiral centers in chains is much less subject to stereochemi
cal control than for centers in rings. 

B. This part effectively modifies the operation of part A 
for the special case of bonds directly attached to a chiral 
center, when that is the only chiral center on the arc linking 
the two common atoms. Such bonds are not excluded from 
the set of possible strategic bonds since their disconnection 
can remove chirality at the atom in question and hence need 
not lead to undesirable chirality in the newly generated side 

chain. In structure 20, for example, disconnection of bond 
3-4 to the chiral atom 3 leads to a side chain without chiral 
atoms. This exception to part A cannot be made when an 
arc between common atoms contains more than one chiral 
center. In 21, for example, cleavage of bond 3-4 now leaves 
chiral atom 2 on a side chain. 

Application of Rules 1-6 to Carbocyclic Networks. The 
set of strategic bonds in a carbocyclic network is deter
mined by taking the intersection of the collections of bonds 
which satisfy each of the six rules outlined above; that is, a 
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Table I. Identification of Strategic Bonds 
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(a) Sample structure (lycopodine, 24) with arbitrary bond numbering 

(b) Primary rings 

(c) No synthetically significant (<eight-membered) secondary rings 
(d) Bridgehead atoms 

(e) Strategic bond determination: carbocyclic procedure 

Rule 1 
Rule 2 
Rule 3 
Rule 4 
Rule 5 
Rule 6 

Bond Number (Using Numbering Indicated in (a)) 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

11 

11 
11 
11 

(f) Strategic bond determination: C-heterobond procedure 

-N bonds 
Rule 2 B 

Rule 4 
Rule 5 
Rule 6 

Bond Number 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

13 
— 
13 
13 
13 
13 

14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

15 
15 
15 

15 
15 

16 
16 

17 18 19 
19 

16 
16 
16 

17 
17 
17 

18 19 
18 19 
18 19 

6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 

10 
10 
10 

11 
11 
11 
11 

12 
12 
12 
12 

13 
13 
13 
13 

14 
14 
14 
14 

15 

15 
15 

16 
16 
16 
16 

17 
17 
17 
17 

18 
18 
18 
18 

(g) Strategic bonds: bonds 3, 12, 14, 19 

strategic bond must satisfy all the rules. 
The C-Heterobond Procedure. Complex ring systems con

taining heteroatoms such as O, S, or N cannot be examined 
satisfactorily for strategic bond disconnections solely using 
rules 1-6 which embody no consideration of the rich and 
powerful chemistry for forming bonds between carbon and 
these heteroatoms. Therefore, a modified selection is fol
lowed for heterocyclic networks. To the set of strategic 
bonds determined by application of rules 1-6 above is 
added the collection of bonds in the cyclic network between 
carbon and O, N, and S which satisfy rules 2B, 4, 5, and 6. 
For example, the five darkened bonds in 22 are determined 
to be strategic by rules 1 to 6. The C-heterobond procedure 
defines additionally as strategic the two bonds indicated in 

Table II. Strategic Bonds in Sample Polycyclic Systems 

23, one of which is already included in 22, and a new bond, 
previously eliminated by rule 2. The final set of strategic 
bonds identified for this structure is therefore the six bonds 
darkened in 22 and 23. 

The results of the application of the rules for strategic 
bond perception to other cyclic systems are pictured in Ta
bles I and II. Table I provides a step-by-step summary of 
the strategic bond identification process for the tetracyclic 
molecule, lycopodine, while Table II illustrates the bonds 
perceived as strategic (darkened bonds) in 12 other polycy
clic systems. 

0 6 
*£> d>: 00 

OO 

j& <2© 
Strategic Bond-Based Chemistry in LHASA. The auto

matic identification of strategic bonds in polycyclic struc
tures leads immediately to a number of effective techniques 
for synthetic problem solving, several of which are em-
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ployed by current versions of LHASA. These "strategies" 
are guided by the following generalized procedure. 

(1) The set of strategic bonds in a polycyclic target or in
termediate structure1' is determined according to the steps 
outlined in the preceding sections. 

(2) The antithetic cleavage of a member of the strategic 
bond set is adopted as a "goal". 

(3) For the strategic bond disconnection goal assigned in 
step 2, a determination is made of the structural obstacles 
which prevent the direct application of a transform which 
will satisfy the goal (i.e., cleave the strategic bond). 

(4) If obstacles are found to exist, an antithetic sequence 
is developed to remove each obstacle, in stepwise fashion, 
until the structural environment of the strategic bond 
matches the requirements of at least one of a number of 
transforms, for example, "two-group" or "one-group' 
type 

l a , 6 , 1 2 which can then operate in the next antithetic 
step to cleave the strategic bond. 

(5) The procedure is repeated for each strategic bond in 
the structure. 

The intermediate structural modification steps (points 3 
and 4) which operate to set up the molecule for strategic 
bond disconnection are termed "subgoals". Transforms 
which are applied as subgoals generally cause no overall 
structural simplication and, in some cases, may actually 
render the target compound temporarily more complex. 
Thus, such processes are only applied to a compound by 
LHASA when it is clear that, by their application, an oth
erwise blocked, simplifying transform (goal) will be allowed 
to operate on the current target. Previous publications13'6 

have dealt with the use of functional group interchange 
(FGI)6 transforms and functional group addition (FGA)6 

transforms as subgoals leading to the application of two-
group disconnective transforms and major ring disconnec
tion7 processes.1314 In the case of ring transforms,7 

LHASA may develop subgoal sequences consisting of as 
many as 15 individual steps. However, in the current imple
mentation of strategic bond-oriented chemistry, LHASA 
restricts the subgoal search to four steps. If a strategic bond 
cannot be disconnected using four or fewer steps, the search 
is terminated and a different strategic bond is examined. 

(a) Application of Disconnective Two-Group Transforms 
as "Goals". After identifying all strategic bonds in the cur
rent target, LHASA enters a processing phase in which the 
molecule is examined according to the following steps. 

(1) LHASA selects for application to the target those 
two-group transforms which will break a strategic bond. In 
the schematic representation Gi and G2 are the functional 

groups in the target which match the requirements of a 
transform in the two-group transform library.6 If the bond 
which will be broken by the transform is also a strategic 
bond (darkened bond), the transform is accepted for further 
evaluation, otherwise it is rejected, e.g. 

&£ 2-grp 6J 
(2) If one of the groups, for example G2, does not match 

the requirements of a transform in the two-group library, a 
functional group interchange (FGI) subgoal is generated to 

2-grp 

convert G2 to G'2 so that, on the next analysis level, the 
strategic bond can be broken, e.g.: 

C^-OH ^ C ^ H 2-grP . 

^ 

(3) LHASA then enters a processing stage which focuses 
on those strategic bonds in the molecule which could not be 
disconnected directly by a two-group transform (as in step 1 
above) nor be set up for eventual cleavage by application of 
a one-step FGI subgoal (as in step 2 above). In this stage, 
several approaches are considered. The first of these is a 
parallel double FGI consisting of two subgoals, the conver
sion of each of the groups Gi and G2 to a group pair which 

enables the selection of one of a small collection of impor
tant two-group transforms16 for strategic bond disconnec
tion. The following example is illustrative of the perfor
mance of such a process in LHASA. During the execution, 
the transformation of 25 to 26 was automatically assigned a 

lower than normal "rating," 6 since it was recognized that 
interference by the standby carbonyl group in 26 would ne
cessitate a protection-deprotection operation. LHASA also 
"flagged" the interfering carbonyl group with a graphical 
indicator to bring the conflict to the chemist's attention.17 

(4) If the strategic bond is still unbroken, an attempt is 
made to obtain a match to the group pair required by one of 
four powerful disconnective transforms using a sequence of 
2, 3, or 4 FGI'son one of the groups.18 

(5) The parallel double FGI form of subgoal sequence 
generally can be applied only if two functional groups are 
situated reasonably close together and on opposite sides of a 
strategic bond. If a second group is absent,19 a functional 
group addition (FGA) is attempted to insert a group at an 

" ^ 

3 1 \ W ^ G
2 2-grp t r 

50H /—£01 2-grp 

appropriate distance from the strategic bond.20 

(6) If the FGA subgoal still does not form a match for 
one of the allowed two-group transforms, an FGI is applied 
to the first functional group in an attempt to complete the 
match. 

^ i 
•2 FGI ^ 1 - 2 2~g rP,- r 

This type of two-step subgoal is a combined FGI/FGA, and 
is exemplified below: 

In this example, as in that pictured in step 3 above, the de
velopment of a two-step subgoal sequence allows the discon-
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nection of a strategic bond which results in a major simplifi
cation of the cyclic network. 

(7) If a strategic bond cannot be opened successfully, 
even after the generation of a multi-step subgoal sequence, 
it is bypassed, and the next unbroken strategic bond is pro
cessed. Once all the strategic bonds have been examined in 
this manner, control of the analysis is returned to the user. 

(b) One-Group Transforms as "Goals". Procedures for the 
cleavage of strategic bonds by the application of one-group 
transforms operate according to the same principles as out
lined for the two-group case. The search for subgoal trans
forms which lead to the application of a one-group "goal" 
is, however, considerably less complicated, since only a sin
gle functional group is involved in the subgoal sequence. In 
fact, in the strategic bond-oriented one-group approach, 
there is no opportunity to apply sequences such as the paral
lel FGI or combined FGI/FGA described above. Only sin
gle-step FGTs or FGA's are attempted. 

In the one-group strategic bond-based analysis mode, 
LHASA first selects all one-group transforms which will re
sult in the cleavage of a strategic bond (e.g., 27 to 28). Each 
strategic bond which could not be disconnected directly is 
then subjected to a detailed examination in which, if possi
ble, a single step FGI is employed (e.g., 29 to 30) to convert 
a nearby functional group to a group which matches the re
quirements of one of a set of four or five major one-group 
processes. The strategic bond may then be disconnected on 
the next analysis level by the direct operation of the 

^ > 
(Y = corbonium 

ion precursor) 

^ s> j£> as }& [X= leaving group, 
internal alkylalion) 

6 (X = leoving group, 

internol alkylation) 

matched one-group transform. If in the region surrounding 
the strategic bond a functional group is not available for 
FGI conversion, one or more FGA subgoals are attempt
ed,21 again, to match the requirements of a one-group 
transform (e.g., 31 to 32). Thus, even with target molecules 
which contain no functionality, LHASA is able to perform 
effective functional group-based analyses. 

The current version of LHASA provides an additional 
strategic bond-based analysis option which the chemist may 
apply to a cyclic target. In this mode, both the two-group 
and one-group approaches discussed above are brought to 
bear on the problem of strategic bond disconnection. As 
each subgoal is generated, a record is kept of the "name" of 
the goal transform which caused the subgoal to be invoked, 
so that, in a final pass before returning control to the user, 
LHASA automatically disconnects the strategic bonds by 
direct application of a two-group or one-group transform. 
No manual intervention is required in the process. 

Discussion 
The presentation of the strategic bond approach outlined 

in the preceding sections calls for serious consideration of 
its limitations and scope, its logical refinement and exten
sion, and its use in human problem solving as well as ma

chine analysis. We shall deal briefly with all of these mat
ters in the following discussion. 

Especially with regard to the first item, it should be stat
ed at the outset that, as with all strategies, the strategic 
bond approach is by no means universally successful. In
deed, knowledge of the approach brings with it the capabili
ty of designing situations where the approach is bound to 
fail.22 For example, starting with skeleton 33 with strategic 
bonds as shown, it is possible to devise structure 34 for 

33 
Cl SH 

34 35 

which none of the bond disconnections indicated in 33 are 
very attractive simply because functionality has been intro
duced which rules out these disconnections or makes others 
more likely to succeed.23 On the other hand, in structure 35, 
the rules are quite adequate despite the dramatic alteration 
due to the introduction of a carbinol amine function since 
the heterobond extension procedure defines a new and high
ly important disconnection (as shown). 

In keeping with the awareness that there are limits to the 
scope of the strategic bond procedure and also with the phi
losophy of LHASA as a highly interactive program intend
ed to optimize the man-machine combination, LHASA will 
accept from the user a manual designation of strategic 
bonds. The chemist using LHASA may add to or remove 
from the computer-chosen strategic bond set one or more 
strategic bonds simply by activating a graphical control 
button5'24 and pointing to each of the bonds. The program 
then attempts to disconnect the manually designated strate
gic bonds as it would those which are determined by the au
tomatic procedure. The manual technique plays a role, 
therefore, in enlarging the scope of the strategic disconnec
tion approach. For the chemist, the opportunity of manual 
selection adds an experimental and enjoyable dimension to 
the use of LHASA. 

Another apparent limitation on the effectiveness of the 
strategic bond selection rules is indicated by the consider
ation of 36 as a target structure. The starred bond in 36 
would not be perceived as a strategic bond because of rule 6 
which is intended to prevent disconnections which leave 
chiral centers on side chains. As a consequence, the strate-

'P-
36 37 38 39 

gic bond approach per se would not contribute to the gener
ation of precursors 37-39. This situation is not as disastrous 
as it might seem for the following reasons. LHASA main
tains a record of the chiral atom-bearing arcs which prevent 
a bond from being designated strategic because of rule 6. If 
this information is now used to direct the application of 
transforms which can remove the offending chiral centers 
or to disconnect the ring to form an appendage devoid of 
chiral centers, a powerful new strategy results. Thus, from 
the limitations of the strategy, new obstacle-removing strat
egies are constructable, an example of the nested or hierar
chical strategic relationships mentioned in the introduc
tion. 25 

The rules described herein for the generation of strategic 
bond disconnections were designed specifically for bridged 
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polycyclic networks and are not particularly appropriate for 
polycyclic fused ring structures. However, a simple tech
nique has been devised (though not yet implemented in 
LHASA) to guide the disconnection of fused ring structures 
in the direction of simpler ring systems and/or chains with 
minimum occurrence of branches and/or appendages. This 
method can be illustrated readily by a few simple examples. 
Expression 40 depicts a pentacyclic fused ring system and 
also its dual in the graph theoretic sense.2627 The darkened 
bonds represent "core" bonds as defined above. A strategic 
cleavage of the molecule can be effected as follows: (1) Se
lect that ring which has the largest number of core bonds 
and at least one noncore bond. Disconnect a noncort bond 
in that ring which is exo to the adjacent ring (e.g., converts 
40 to 41). (2) Repeat procedure 1 if necessary until the re-

4o i i . i 2 . i 2 . 

suiting dual is linear. (3) Disconnect each noncore bond 
which is exo to two rings (e.g., converts 41 to 42). (4) Dis
connect each bond endo to terminal rings at connecting 
chain (e.g., converts 42 to 43). The intermediates so ob
tained, e.g., 41, 42, and 43, are then targets for further syn
thetic analysis. To this procedure may be added constraints 
such as those against disconnections which result in chiral 
centers on newly generated chains (rule 6) and extensions 
for heteroatoms as described above for bridged ring sys
tems. Procedure 1 -4 converts 44 to the linear acyclic struc
ture 45, from which it is clear that this approach to the dis-

oS*9 - oS$ 
connection of fused ring systems can be used in conjunction 
with search procedures7 for the application of ring trans
forms such as cation-olefin cyclization or Robinson polyan-
nulation to find especially direct synthetic pathways. 

In the case of polycyclic structures such as 46 for which 
the corresponding dual consists of linearly connected cycles, 

a highly advantageous disconnection is that of procedure 5 
which separates the cycles of the dual by cleaving the ring 
with vertex of order two with the breaking of the bonds exo 
to the adjacent ring(s) (disconnections a and b). The frag
ments so obtained (which correspond to the intermediates 
of a convergent synthesis3) can then be treated by proce
dure 1-4. 

The above procedure for the systematic dissection of 
fused polycyclic systems provides helpful direction for syn
thetic analysis. However, the degree to which it is successful 
in a given case will depend considerably upon the structure 
in question, especially with regard to functionality and 
stereochemistry. 

Not infrequently, cyclic structures may be greatly simpli
fied by the disconnection of pairs of bonds within the same 

primary or secondary ring. Such disconnections are, of 
course, outside the scope of the strategic bond procedure 
described above. Despite this fact, the limitation is of no 
significance in LHASA, since simplifying disconnections of 
bond pairs are found by another (and more suitable) ap
proach, namely the use of multistep look-ahead search pro
cedures7 to apply important ring transforms which operate 
on bond pairs, e.g., the Diels-Alder, 2 + 2 cycloaddition, 
and 2 + 1 cycloaddition transforms. 

Perhaps the major limitation on the effectiveness of the 
strategic treatment outlined here is encountered in the anal
ysis of very highly bridged, very complex polycyclic struc
tures (more complex than the most highly bridged known 
natural product). This topic is currently under study with 
the view of extending the present methodology to include 
even such cases. 

Of the several possible ways of evaluating the effective
ness of the strategic bond approach as outlined herein, one 
of the simplest and clearest is the comparison of the bond 
disconnections which it selects for a range of polycyclic 
bridged structures with synthetic routes which have actual
ly been demonstrated by experiment. For purposes of mak
ing such a comparison here, we have selected the group of 
outstanding syntheses collected together in ref 28. Fourteen 
of the syntheses in this collection involve target molecules of 
the bridged polycyclic type. For ten of these cases (aspidos-
permine, copaene, helminthosporal, ibogamine, longifolene, 
lycopodine, morphine, quinine, strychnine, and twistane), 
the strategic bond procedure correctly identifies bond dis
connections corresponding to those involved in the demon
strated synthesis. One synthesis (ajmaline) deviates from 
the rules only in that one of the disconnections was carried 
out leaving a stereocenter on a side chain instead of remov
ing that chiral center before disconnection. (It is notewor
thy in this case that the synthesis was not stereoselective 
with regard to the actual generation of that stereocenter, 
thereby providing a vindication of the rules.) Two of the 
syntheses (astarane and patchouli alcohol) followed routes 
not generated by the strategic bond approach, but which in
volve bond-pair disconnecting transforms (2 + 1 cycloaddi
tion and 4 + 2 cycloaddition). These synthetic routes are 
readily derived by LHASA using its ring transform orient
ed look-ahead strategy.7 One synthesis (a-caryophyllene al
cohol) falls outside the range of either strategic bond or 
bond-pair disconnection and involves the conversion of the 
bridged target structure antithetically to a fused ring sys
tem by a Wagner-Meerwein rearrangement transform. The 
existence of this synthesis, a rather special case, simply 
points up the need of a transform-oriented strategy for the 
rearrangement of rings prior to disconnection. Such a strat
egy is not currently in LHASA but is an obvious candidate 
for future addition. 

The result of this comparison is quite favorable to the 
strategic bond selection procedure. It is also quite consistent 
with evaluations made on the basis of other synthetic prob
lems and on accumulated problem-solving experience with 
LHASA. 

We close with a few observations on the utility of net
work analysis of the type considered herein in regard to 
human problem solving. In our experience, the technique is 
valuable in synthetic planning if learned well and applied 
carefully. It would not be surprising if the strategic bond 
method evolves into an even more powerful tool with addi
tional use and experience, or if it serves as a forerunner of 
other general problem solving procedures which can well 
serve the practice and teaching of molecular synthesis. 
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The application of strategic bond perception to transform 
selection in LHASA-10 was largely carried out by Mr. Wil
liam Jorgensen, to whom we are much indebted. 

Appendix I 

The following flow chart summarizes the strategic bond 
selection process currently implemented in LHASA. Cer-
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tain computationally complicated processes which are con
ceptually simple for humans, such as the perception of pri
mary rings29 and the identification of bonds with aromatic 
character,30 are not delineated. In all other respects, how
ever, the following algorithm is complete and can be used 
for manual derivation of the strategic bonds chosen by 
LHASA. 

Supplementary Material Available. Appendix II, a listing of the 
program for strategic bond perception, will appear following these 
pages in the microfilm edition of this volume of the journal. Photo
copies of the supplementary material from this paper only or mi
crofiche (105 X 148 mm, 24 X reduction, negatives) containing all 
of the supplementary material for the papers in this issue may be 
obtained from the Business Office, Books and Journals Division, 
American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St., N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20036. Remit check or money order for $4.50 for photocopy 
or $2.00 for microfiche, referring to code number JACS-75-6116. 
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Abstract: To assess the magnitude and direction of equilibrium caused by certain electronegative atoms, three 2,8-annulated 
semibullvalenes have been synthesized. These molecules are directly patterned in structure after the 2,8-trimethylene bridged 
hydrocarbon which was known to exhibit approximately equal partiality for the two valence tautomeric forms at room tem
perature. For the three cases where the central methylene group was replaced in turn by O, S, and NCH2C6H5, the equilibri
um was shifted substantially in that direction where the cyclopropane ring occupies a central position in the molecule. The 
level of this imbalance was found to vary somewhat depending upon the particular hetero atom. The 1H NMR spectra of the 
oxa- and thiasemibullvalenes show little temperature dependence in the range —120 to +100°. This feature suggests that en
tropy factors control the isomer distribution. Thus, although the hetero atoms are not bonded directly to the fluxional sys
tem, measurable ground state effects of significant magnitude are clearly in evidence. 

Few, if any, organic molecules can be expected to attain 
the facility for Cope rearrangement which prevails in semi
bullvalenes.4 '6 This hydrocarbon ring system contains a cis-
1,2-divinylcyclopropane moiety which is rigidly constrained 
into a folded conformation. The resulting cant of the inter
nal cyclopropane <x orbital in relation to the two peripheral 
7T bonds is such that electronic realignment in the [3.3]sig-
matropic mode requires minimal activation energy. 

Because valence isomerization in 1 is doubly degenerate,7 

there cannot exist a weighted thermodynamic preference 

I1O l b 

for one of the two structures. Consequently, perturbational 
effects arising from framework substitution of semibull-
valene should be directly assessable without added compli
cation. This novel feature has commanded recent theoreti
ca l 8 9 and experimental attention.10"12 For monosubstituted 
semibullvalenes, variable temperature 1H N M R studies 
have denoted preferential bonding to olefinic > cyclopropyl 
> aliphatic carbon, irrespective of the location and nature 
of the R group . 1 0 " The response to bracketing effects is 
recognized to be more delicate.5'12 For example, 2,8-bridg-

0y =.Q^ 
Z , X = C H 2 

3 , X = C H 2 C H 2 

J 1 X - (CH2 I3 

ing with a trimethylene chain to give 2 seemingly stabilizes 
the pair of tautomers almost equally, 2b being favored to 
the extent of only 57% at +40°. Equal distribution of the 
two isomers exists at —29° (CS2 solution) and 2a dominates 
the equilibrium below this temperature. For the tetrameth-
ylene case (3), only limited spectral changes are noted 
throughout a wide temperature range. Valence tautomer 3a 
is substantially favored under these conditions. As concerns 
4, a preference for 4a (58%) exists at +40° (CS2 solution); 
in the vicinity of +17°, however, crossover occurs and 4b is 
favored at the lower temperatures. The responses of 2 and 4 
to changing temperature are therefore diametrically oppo
site. The causative factors are of course due to the varying 
importance of the A//° and TAS° terms to the individual 
equilibria.12 

Because the semibullvalene nucleus serves particularly 
well as a fine-tuning device for the probing of ground state 
perturbational effects, a detailed systematic investigation of 
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